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1 The ideas of scientific racism and of the mestizaje dominated racial ideas in Neocolonial Latin America 
during this period. Scientific racism was guided by the French philosophy of positivism, a “science of 
society” influenced by Darwinism in its application to social life (Guridy 22 February).  In pursuit of order 
and progress, advocates of positivism—primarily the liberal Euro-Creole elite and Mexican government 
intellects known as los científicos—used this kind of thinking to perpetuate Euro-centric thought that 
justified a continued rule and social hegemony  by those of European descent as well as a blancamiento or 












































                                                
2 A temple of candomblé, the Afro-Brazilian religion most prevalent in Salvador.  
3 Stick houses built over the water, in this case over the Bahia de Todos Santos (All Saints’ Bay). 
4 Alagados means “flooding,” and was an area that started in the 1970s with a migration from the interior 
escaping a drought and looking for work. Originally, the bay was filled with sand by the government to 
provide a place for the immigrants to live, but when those needing housing exceeded what the state 
provided, people began to make their own make-shift houses known as barracos-palafitas out of trash and 





                                                
5 From Rio de Janeiro 
6 Refers to a European-indigenous Brazilian mixing 
7 Salvador is divided into an upper city, cima, and lower city, baixa, which corresponds, interestingly, with 
socio-economic status (mid to upper class/working to the poorest class) as well as racial lines (cima is 
whiter, baixa is blacker). 
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São Jorge who subscribed to liberation theology8, helping those in Alagados that did not want to be forced from their homes by the government. Clóvis also supported education in the community and when Crispim was living in Uruguai, Clóvis aided him in creating a theater group with his cima friends. The leader, Lula, was Rastafarian and the political and social edge to his teachings made a lasting impression on Crispim.  At 15, Crispim’s father stopped working in Rio de Janeiro, and Crispim and siblings had to help with family income. Crispim held a variety of jobs, ranging from housekeeping, to working at a grocery store, to becoming a popsicle vendor on the street. Through a friend of his father’s in Rio, Crispim landed a cleaning job with a contract company, which first sent him to a bank then later to a naval hospital. Crispim’s work schedule kept him away from most social endeavors, which at this point worked in his favor as his friends from the street were heavily involved in crime and drugs. In his free time, Crispim pursued questions he had in religion, first with the biblical Old Testament and Jehovah’s Witnesses. During his lunch break at the hospital he would read passages to patients. Though his Christian faith was not long lasting—partly because of its teachings against the orixas9, his spiritual childhood and heritage—what it did do was foster a deep interest in history and the 
                                                
8 Liberation theology is a term that refers to a movement in the Catholic church in Latin America in the 
1960s that opposed opression of the poor and working class and focused on consciousness raising and 
human rights (Chasteen 281) 
9 Deities of candomblé, the Afro-Brazilian religion prevalent in Bahia. Similar to santaría, candomblé has 
roots in West Africa. It is based in the natural world and has syncretic elements with Catholocism and 
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